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ABSTRACT
Topology Management Protocols in Ad Hoc Wireless Sensor Networks.
(December 2007)
Ho Gil Kim, B.S., Korea Military Academy, Korea;
M.S., Younsei University, Korea
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Eun Jung Kim
A wireless sensor network (WSN) is comprised of a few hundred or thousand au-
tonomous sensor nodes spatially distributed over a particular region. Each sensor
node is equipped with a wireless communication device, a small microprocessor, and
a battery-powered energy source. Typically, the applications of WSNs such as habitat
monitoring, fire detection, and military surveillance, require data collection, process-
ing, and transmission among the sensor nodes. Due to their energy constraints and
hostile environments, the main challenge in the research of WSN lies in prolonging
the lifetime of WSNs.
In this dissertation, we present four different topology management protocols for
K-coverage and load balancing to prolong the lifetime of WSNs.
First, we present a Randomly Ordered Activation and Layering (ROAL) protocol
for K-coverage in a stationary WSN. The ROAL suggests a new model of layer cov-
erage that can construct a K-covered WSN using the layer information received from
its previously activated nodes in the sensing distance. Second, we enhance the fault
tolerance of layer coverage through a Circulation-ROAL (C-ROAL) protocol. Us-
ing the layer number, the C-ROAL can activate each node in a round-robin fashion
during a predefined period while conserving reconfiguration energy. Next, Mobility
Resilient Coverage Control (MRCC) is presented to assure K-coverage in the presence
iv
of mobility, in which a more practical and reliable model for K-coverage with nodal
mobility is introduced. Finally, we present a Multiple-Connected Dominating Set
(MCDS) protocol that can balance the network traffic using an on-demand routing
protocol. The MCDS protocol constructs and manages multiple backbone networks,
each of which is constructed with a connected dominating set (CDS) to ensure a con-
nected backbone network. We describe each protocol, and compare the performance
of our protocols with Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) and/or existing K-coverage
algorithms through extensive simulations.
The simulation results obtained by the ROAL protocol show that K-coverage can
be guaranteed with more than 95% coverage ratio, and significantly extend network
lifetime against a given WSN. We also observe that the C-ROAL protocol provides a
better reconfiguration method, which consumes only less than 1% of the reconfigura-
tion energy in the ROAL protocol, with a greatly reduced packet latency. The MRCC
protocol, considering the mobility, achieves better coverage by 1.4% with 22% fewer
active sensors than that of an existing coverage protocol for the mobility. The results
on the MCDS protocol show that the energy depletion ratio of nodes is decreased
consequently, while the network throughput is improved by 35%.
vTo my soul mate Eunju and my family for their love and encouragement.
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A wireless sensor network is a wireless network that is comprised of numerous small
sensor nodes, each of which is equipped with a radio transceiver, a small microproces-
sor, a data memory, a group of sensors, and a battery. With respect to low cost and
tiny sensor nodes, recent advances in embedded computing systems have developed
a single tiny sensor node, called mote, within a size of 1-inch x 1.5-inch [1], or even a
thumb-sized device [2].
Usually, a hundred or a thousand of the tiny sensor nodes are spatially distributed
over a remote target area and operate autonomously. The distributed sensor nodes
cooperatively collect and transmit sensed data, such as heat, pressure, light, vibra-
tions, etc., and a new data regenerated from the raw data, through neighbor nodes.
The task of data collection requires a reliable sensing ability, and the data transmis-
sion should be guaranteed between any pair of source and destination. Meanwhile,
due to the energy constraints and unmanned control, the main challenge in the re-
search of WSN is to prolong the lifetime of WSNs for the reliable data collection and
transmission. Since the network lifetime of WSN is restricted by the small capacity
of a battery, it is a critical issue to minimize the energy consumption of each node
without loss of the functionality of WSN including a robust fault tolerating method.
In this dissertation, we are interested in the topic of topology management to
provide energy efficient and robust WSNs by applying the well-known K-coverage
and the load balancing problems. K-coverage is the study to fulfill the reliability of
coverage while turning off any redundant node for the sake of energy conservation.
The journal model is IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control.
2Load balancing, on the other hand, studies a technique to balance network traffic
evenly so that an early energy depletion, along with any hot spot path, will not cause
the network to disconnect. Most of the strategies concerning energy conservation fall
into the above two categories.
A. K-coverage Problem
The K-coverage of WSNs studies a methodology to ensure that every point in a
target area is covered by at least K different working nodes. The set of redundant
nodes, then, can sleep until one of the working nodes fails. As a result, the K-covered
network can extend the network lifetime without loss of sensing reliability. Hence,
the trade-off between the quality of coverage and the number of nodes selected for
maintaining the coverage is a critical issue to implement K-coverage algorithm.
A node can determine its eligibility as a working node by calculating the over-
lap of its covering area between its working neighbor nodes based on the geographic
coordinate and the distance of sensing radius, which is a general approach in most
K-coverage algorithms. This approach can provide almost perfect K-coverage; how-
ever, it will cause a significant computation and message overhead in a high density
network. Furthermore, it can be costly to obtain an exact geographic coordinate
using either the Global Positioning System (GPS) or a virtual coordinate retrieval
algorithm [3, 4].
We propose Randomly Ordered Activation and Layering (ROAL) protocol for the
K-coverage, which can select a set of working nodes locally without any coordinate
system. Our decision algorithm in ROAL runs in O(K) computation time and with
O(K) message overhead at each node, where K is the degree of coverage. In our
extended work of C-ROAL protocol, a more robust and energy-efficient fault-tolerant
3K-coverage algorithm will be introduced.
In the point of nodal mobility, the ROAL and C-ROAL protocols express no
concrete idea. For this reason, we study a K-coverage model under the mobile situa-
tion. A mobility resilient coverage control (MRCC) K-coverage model is designed to
guarantee the K-coverage in the presence of mobility. In this work, we also present
the impact of wear-out failures of sensor nodes to the obtained K-coverage.
B. Load Balancing Problem
Load balancing, as explained before, refers to distributing network traffic evenly across
a network so that no single path is overwhelmed and the network can remain con-
nected as long as possible.
The problem of load balancing in WSNs has been studied through the multipath
or distributed routing protocol. The multipath routing protocol aims to discover
multiple disjoint paths between any pair of source and destination. The multiple
paths discovered are maintained in a memory, i.e., route cache, and can be used
either as a backup route for a broken path or to balance network traffic. However,
the decision procedure to find an optimal path to balance network traffic using the
multiple paths requires additional computational overhead, including managing the
current link state such as a residual energy or the amount of usage [5].
On the other hand, a distributed routing scheme is developed for coordinate-
based routing protocols, such as GPSR [6], to provide the load balancing. The ge-
ographic coordinate in GPSR is used for each forwarding node to select the next
hop node closer to the direction of destination. Although GPSR can provide the
distributed shortest path routing, it has the same problem related to using the GPS
system and could cause a hot spot around an obstacle, i.e., a region unoccupied by
4sensor nodes. Variant new virtual coordinate systems, instead of the geographic coor-
dinate system, are proposed to avoid the hot spot problem in GPSR in many previous
studies [3, 4, 7, 8].
In this dissertation, we suggest a MCDS protocol to balance the network traf-
fic using dynamic source routing (DSR). The suggested protocol uses the concept
of connected dominating set (CDS) to build a load-balanced topology unlike the
coordinate-based protocols with which a big overhead to abstract a global topology
could occur as the node density increases. In addition, our protocol needs no addi-
tional overhead to retrieve an optimal path among multiple paths. Instead, sensor
nodes proactively construct multiple virtual layers that are composed of a connected
dominating nodes, and the constructed multiple layers provide a distributed routing
environment for DSR routing protocol.
In Chapter II, we propose the ROAL protocol that introduces a basic concept
of layer coverage and a reconfiguration scheme as a method to balance the energy of
each node. In Chapter III, we present a circulation method that can substitute each
set of working nodes with a set of sleeping nodes instantly, which greatly reduces the
energy consumed for the reconfiguration of the ROAL protocol. We also show the
analytical model of the expected coverage and connectivity of our layer coverage in this
chapter. In Chapter IV, we develop a K-coverage model in the presence of mobility.
We derive a model of moving-in and moving-out probability to correctly model the
dynamic changes of network with the respect of K-coverage. We also combine a
wear-out failure of each node to properly control the working period of individual
nodes. In Chapter V, we discuss the MCDS protocol. An heuristic algorithm to
construct multiple CDSs is introduced, and the feature of load balancing and network
performance with the MCDS protocol is studied against the case where only DSR is
used without MCDS. Finally, we conclude our research in Chapter VI by reviewing
5the suggested protocols with our contribution.
6CHAPTER II
ROAL: A RANDOMLY ORDERED ACTIVATION AND LAYERING
PROTOCOL FOR K-COVERAGE
In this chapter, we propose a Randomly Ordered Activation and Layering (ROAL)
protocol. Each node under the ROAL protocol can decide its eligibility regarding
a given coverage degree K at randomly generated activation time using only the
coverage status informed from its neighbor nodes located within its sensing region.
A new concept of layer coverage also provides a simple and effective reconfiguration
method for energy balancing. The simulation results show that the ROAL protocol
can guarantee K-coverage with more than 95% coverage ratio, which almost closes to
the coverage ratio that is achieved using the geographic coordinate. A significantly
extended network lifetime is also observed against the original topology of a given
network.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section A, we discuss the
related work and we provide the details of the ROAL protocol in Section B. In Sec-
tion C, we present our simulation results to analyze the performance of the proposed
algorithm, while we conclude our work in Section D.
A. Background and Related Work
The K-coverage problem is the study on the decision for selecting a set of working
nodes such that, with K-covered sensor network, any point in an interesting area is
monitored by at least K different sensor nodes. The final goal of the K-coverage is,
hence, to prolong the network lifetime using a limited energy budget of sensor nodes
without losing the sensing quality.
Previous K-coverage algorithms can be classified into two different categories,
7deterministic and probabilistic algorithms. The algorithms in the first category [9,
10, 11] aim to monitor as many points as possible with K different active nodes
simultaneously. The other approaches [12, 13, 14, 15] provide the required K-coverage
based on the expected number of observations for each point, moving target during
a given time interval, or the whole duration of movements.
As a highly related approach, we show three studies here. Ye et al. [10] proposed
the probing environment and adaptive sleeping (PEAS) protocol that can cover and
connect a sensor network by activating only one node within a probing radius of
a node. They provided an heuristic way to provide a certain degree of coverage,
decided by the number of distributed sensors. An integrated analytical model for
multi-coverage and connectivity was suggested by Xing et al. [11], where a sensor
network is K-covered if and only if all the points within the intersection area formed
by all neighboring nodes are covered by K nodes. The main problem with this
approach is the time complexity of O(N 3), where N is the number of neighboring
nodes. On the other hand, Set K-Cover problem [15] uses a similar concept as our
layering algorithm. However, in these studies, the focus is to make K subsets using all
deployed nodes such that each subset covers all area or can take a K-coverage effect
by the iterative activation of each subset in a round-robin fashion. In this scheme,
each node belongs to one subset, and then each subset is activated one by one. To
select nodes efficiently in terms of accuracy, they also use the geographic information.
The ROAL protocol suggested here selects only K subsets and the purpose is to
guarantee 1-coverage for each layer without using the geographic information.
We apply the probing scheme proposed in PEAS [10] and sentry selection proto-
col [16], where each node sends a hello message to check out any other active nodes
within its sensing area. If there is a reply from an active node, the probing node will
sleep until the next probing time arrives. We enhance this approach to validate if any
8K different nodes are working within the sensing range using one message per each
node. The running time of our algorithm is bounded by a small constant value of t,
a given interval of a phase. The main idea is to make K layers such that each layer is
composed of a set of nodes to provide 1-coverage and the K different layers provide
K-coverage together.
B. The ROAL Protocol
1. Basic Idea
The basic idea is to build K logical layers1 for requested K-coverage, where each
layer consists of a disjoint set of working nodes that provide 1-coverage for the whole
target sensing region, as shown in Fig. 1. In addition, we assume that the nodes
remain in their original position in this work. From the set S of all sensor nodes,
All sensor nodes
1st-layer 
2nd-layer
Kth -layer
Fig. 1. K-Layer Coverage
we select only a small number of nodes to form 1-coverage and repeat this process K
times to form K-coverage. A set Si, which is i
th subset (or layer) of S, is composed
1A layer represents a virtual plane that includes a subset of working nodes.
9of selected nodes, and Si ∩ Sj = φ, if i 6= j and 1 ≤ i, j ≤ K. Also, ∪Ki=1Si ⊆ S and∑K
i=1 |Si| ≤ |S|.
All these selected nodes remain working to provide K-coverage for a predeter-
mined period, while the other nodes go to sleep to save their residual energy. After
the period, this process can be repeated to evenly distribute the energy consumption
among the sensor nodes in the WSN.
Using this idea, we can easily change the degree of coverage during the network
running time if a user wants to increase the degree of coverage for more accurate
data or to reduce the degree for energy conservation. Unlike all the previous studies
that did not consider dynamic real-time reconfiguration on the degree of coverage
seriously, our approach can easily cope with such demands.
2. Randomly Ordered Activation (ROA) Algorithm
Randomly Ordered Activation is a stochastic and greedy algorithm that selects K
sets of working nodes for K-coverage at a randomly generated activation time. Be-
fore its activation time expires, a node running the ROA algorithm maintains a list
of layer numbers (LIDs) sent by its neighbor nodes within its sensing circle area. The
eligibility as a working node is decided when the activation time expires.
Pseudo Code of ROA Algorithm
Algorithm ROA(K, TA)
1. t← 0
2. LID ← 0
3. H ← ∅
10
4. Ta ← rand(0, TA)
5. while t < TA
6. if ACTIVE message arrives from neighbor node
7. H(ACTIV E.LID)← true
8. if t = Ta
9. i← 1
10. while i ≤ K
11. if H(i) = false
12. LID ← i
13. send ACTIVE.LID
14. i++
15. if LID = 0
16. sleep
17. else
18. set active
A field of boolean array H indexed by the LID that is carried in the ACTIVE
message of a neighbor node is set to true. A node will work if it finds its LID less
than K or it will go to a sleep mode otherwise. The ROA algorithm, therefore, can
run in O(K) time with O(K) number of message exchanges at each node.
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3. Detailed ROAL Protocol
In this section, we complete the design of the ROAL protocol that can maintain the
K-coverage in a round-robin fashion for the purpose of energy balancing among all
distributed nodes. Each round consists of three phases: Initialization Phase (IP),
Activation Phase (AP), and Working Phase (WP). The duration of each phase is
determined by the condition of the network such as the density of sensor nodes or
the tasks of the applications. For simplicity, let three parameters, TI , TA, and TW ,
be the durations of the IP, the AP, and the WP, respectively. In addition, let Ta and
Tn be randomly generated activation and notification times, respectively, and they
are used to avoid collisions in the wireless channel. Note that 0 < Tn < TI since Tn
is used during the IP, and 0 < Ta < TA since Ta is used during the AP.
a. Initialization Phase (IP)
Each round starts with setting the local timer to 0, and then the IP begins. At the
beginning of the IP, all sleeping sensor nodes wake up and participate in the decision
(for working or sleeping) process with the working nodes in the previous round. Let
SW and SS be the sets of working nodes and sleeping nodes in the previous round,
respectively. Also, Rn indicates the n
th round. Then there are two cases depending
on the round number.
Case 1: The first round (R1)
When sensor nodes are initially deployed over an area, all K layers should be
constructed. In this case, all nodes generate the activation time Ta and wait for the
starting of the AP.
Case 2: The second round or later (Rn, n ≥ 2)
When the second round starts, we have a set of working nodes and a set of
12
n
0
t
Send NOTIFY Decide Working/Sleeping t = 0
T
T I T I T A T W++T I T A+
(a) A Node in SW Decides Working/Sleeping.
0
t
Receive NOTIFY t = 0Decide WorkingSend ACTIVE
T I T I T A T W++T I T A+
T a
(b) A Node in SS Sends ACTIVE and Becomes Working.
0
t
Receive NOTIFY t = 0Decide Sleeping
Receive ACTIVE
T I T I T A T W++T I T A+
T a
(c) A Node in SS Receives ACTIVE and Becomes Sleeping.
Fig. 2. Three Possible Scenarios in the ROAL Protocol
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sleeping nodes. Each working node that belongs to SW has to increase its LID and all
sleeping nodes wake up. Depending on the new K and the previous K values, there
are three cases for this increase.
• Option 1: If there is no request to change the degree of coverage, the LID of
each working node is increased by one. After increasing its LID, each working
node will decide the next state for itself by comparing its LID with K. If the
increased LID is greater than K, the working node will sleep for the next round.
• Option 2: If there is a request for a new increased K, each working node needs
to increase its LID by the difference between the new increased K and the
previous K. This process will make more layers than one.
• Option 3: If there is a request for a decreased K, each working node increases
its LID by one, like in Option 1, and if its LID is greater than the new K, the
node goes to the sleep state for the next round.
After the increment of LID, each working node generates Tn to decide the time when it
sends a NOTIFY message to its neighbors. When Tn expires, it broadcasts a NOTIFY
message containing its LID and the new K, as shown in Fig. 2 (a). By receiving the
message, newly awakened nodes can determine which layers have already been formed
by currently working nodes and how many new layers should be built by themselves.
In addition, each awakened node generates its Random Activation Time (Ta).
b. Activation Phase (AP)
All newly awakened nodes try to be working during the AP by sending out ACTIVE
messages to their neighbors. While waiting for the Random Activation Time (Ta),
each awakened node maintains a list of layers already composed by its neighboring
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nodes using the LIDs, which are included in the NOTIFY messages from working
nodes in the previous round or in the ACTIVE messages from other awakened nodes.
When its Ta expires, the node checks the list of layers that are already constructed.
If it finds out a layer that is not made yet, the node sets its LID as the layer number
and sends out its ACTIVE message with the LID as shown in Fig. 2 (b). After a
node broadcasts its ACTIVE message, it will work as a working node during the WP.
A node will go to sleep during the WP if all layers are already constructed before its
Ta expires, as shown in Fig. 2 (c).
The decision on the coverage is made by the reception of an ACTIVE message
within the distance of sensing radius rs at each node. Through this approach, we can
obtain a good approximation on 1-coverage for each layer. A more accurate analytical
model will be studied further as a future work.
c. Working Phase (WP)
A node with its LID between 1 and K works as a working node during the WP. All
the other nodes go to sleep during the WP in the current round. During the WP, if
a request for a new K that is less than the current K is received, each working node
compares the new K with its LID and goes to the sleeping state instantly if its LID
is greater than the new K, as shown in Fig. 3, which is the state transition diagram
for each node during one round. This is another benefit of our protocol for dynamic
reconfiguration. If the new K is larger than the current K, reconfiguration occurs
in the next round. In Fig. 3, a transition occurs when the local timer (t) of a node
indicates the start of the next phase and/or a certain condition is met.
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Activation
t == TI+TA+TW
&& set_ID       K
t == TI +TA
&& set_ID > K
set_ID > new K
Initialization
t == TIt = 0 
t == TI+TA+TW
t == TI +TA
Fig. 3. State Transition Diagram for Each Node During One Round
C. Experimental Results
In this section, we show the results on coverage and network performance with the
ROAL protocol.
1. Coverage Evaluation
To measure the coverage, the entire sensing region is divided into 1m × 1m grids.
Each point is considered to be covered if the point is located within the sensing range
of a working node. The sensing range is 10m, while the communication range is 30m.
Fig. 4 (a) and (b) show that the percentages of the covered areas for 1- and 3-coverage
networks with the ROAL protocol, respectively. Each bar represents the ratios of
resulting coverages for a specific region size/number of nodes. The upper row of the
X-axis indicates the size of the region where sensor nodes are deployed. For example,
50 implies a 50m × 50m region. The lower row of the X-axis indicates the number of
sensor nodes deployed in the region. The ratio of the uncovered area with 1-coverage
in Fig. 4 (a) reaches up to 24% when the density is 0.01 (100 nodes/10,000m2), which
is the worst case. If the density exceeds 0.025 (250 nodes/10,000m2), the ratio of
16
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the uncovered area decreases to below 5%. The ratio of the uncovered area with 3-
coverage (0-, 1-, and 2-coverages) in Fig. 4 (b) reaches up to 50% when the density is
0.01. However, as the density increases, this ratio also becomes small. According to
our observation, there still exists around 8% (for 1-coverage) and 23% (for 3-coverage)
uncovered area with all sensor nodes working with the same number of nodes and
the network size. Hence, the uncovered area incurred by the ROAL protocol is very
small, less than 2% of the total region.
Fig. 5 (a) and (b) show the average degrees of 1- and 3-coverage networks with the
ROAL protocol. The average degrees of 1-coverage range from 1.1 to 2 with different
densities. This implies that the ROAL protocol can efficiently manage the quality
of the required degree of coverage using a reasonable number of working nodes. The
average degrees of the 3-coverage network also range from 2.5 to 6. Fig. 6 shows the
number of working nodes with the region size of 50m × 50m for 1-coverage and 3-
coverage, respectively. The actual number of working nodes grows very slowly, while
the number of the sensor nodes increases steeply. Compared to the results obtained
using the geographic information in the CCP [11], the ROAL protocol can provide
very competitive results without using any geographic information. The results on the
average degree for 1-coverage and the number of working nodes for 1 and 3-coverage
are close to each other. Moreover, since the ROAL protocol requires much lower
running overhead compared to the approaches that use the geographic information,
it really improves the energy performance of the sensor network. In addition, our
protocol can support the desired degree of coverage, which is not provided in PEAS
protocol.
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2. Network Performance
In this section, we evaluate the coverage lifetime and the packet delivery ratio, along
with the residual energy of the network using the ns-2 simulator. We use the DSR
routing protocol [17] to evaluate the ROAL protocol because it provides an on-demand
source routing that does not need any location information and it is the basic routing
scheme for other on-demand routing protocols.
For this simulation, 30m is set for the sensing radius and 75m for the communi-
cation radius of each node. We use 250m × 250m 2-dimensional square for a target
sensing region. In addition, there are 10 event points distributed randomly around
the upper bound of the sensing area and each point generates 5 events per second.
When working nodes around the event points sense the generated events, they send
a 512 byte packet per one event to the sink node that is located at the right bottom
of the sensing region. The average coverage is measured by counting the number of
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neighboring nodes that detect the event. All results shown in this section are obtained
using 1,000 second round time (5 seconds for TI and TA each, and 990 seconds for
TW ), and simulation data are collected every 100 seconds. Also, each sensor node is
given 100 Jules of initial energy.
Fig. 7 shows the average residual energy with the DSR protocol only (i.e., all
nodes are working) for 50 nodes, 200 nodes, and 250 nodes, respectively. It is clear
that, without any energy-saving scheme, the network with a small number of nodes
has more residual energy than the one with a larger number of nodes. This implies
that excessively redundant nodes cause more energy consumption with the DSR rout-
ing protocol that uses a broadcasting scheme. Fig. 8 (a) and (b) show the average
residual energy and the minimum residual energy of the network for different cover-
age degrees (K = 1 and 2). With the ROAL protocol, the network can reserve more
energy than with only the DSR protocol.
The average packet delivery ratio is shown in Fig. 9 (a). More than 95% of
packets are dropped after 800 seconds with the DSR only. With the ROAL protocol,
almost 100% packets are delivered up to 2,900 seconds when K is 2, and up to 3,000
seconds when K is 1. When K is 2, the delivery ratio drops to 0 after 2,900 seconds
because some intermediate nodes between the sources and the sink node completely
depletes their energy. Some temporal drops are caused by packet losses during the
reconfiguration period. In Fig. 9 (b), the average degree of coverage is shown with
380 sensor nodes. The average degree of 2-coverage remains around 2.0, while 1-
coverage shows the average degree over 1 during the whole simulation time. Without
the ROAL protocol, the average degree of coverage is around 5 at the beginning
of the simulation, but it rapidly drops to around 1 after 300 seconds, since sensor
nodes around the event points have died together for energy depletion except about
one working node. Therefore, the network with the ROAL protocol can capture the
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events for a longer time since it uses a small number of different working nodes in
each round. In addition, the results also prove that the ROAL protocol can provide
the required degree of coverage efficiently.
D. Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed a fast and efficient K-coverage algorithm, called the
ROAL protocol, to solve the problem of providing a certain degree of coverage in
WSNs. The main idea of the ROAL protocol is to ensure K-coverage using K subsets
of working nodes using the layering concept, where each subset guarantees 1-coverage.
The ROAL protocol efficiently constructs K-coverage network with low message over-
heads and guaranteed packet delivery with the advantages of energy-savings in the
network. Simulation results also support our claim.
In future work, we will suggest more useful schemes to select the working node
sets regarding energy burdens in each node and may study on the measurement
scheme for the duration of each phase regarding both maximal and a given desired
network lifetime. Also, a proper reaction for the event of faulty nodes is an important
issue for further study.
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CHAPTER III
C-ROAL: CIRCULATION-ROAL ENHANCED WITH FAULT-TOLERANCE
FOR K-COVERAGE
We previously proposed a randomly ordered activation and layering (ROAL) protocol
[18] for K-coverage. Although the K-coverage almost surely can be achieved by the
ROAL protocol in a small constant time without the help of the GPS or a virtual
coordinate algorithm, it requires a periodic reconfiguration for a fault tolerance and
energy balance. In this chapter, we propose a C-ROAL protocol using a new circu-
lation scheme to reconfigure the set of working nodes in an autonomous way, where
the reconfiguration can be performed with a small and almost constant energy con-
sumption. We also provide the model of the expected coverage and connectivity for
the layer coverage and show a proper range in which only one node can be activated
with regard to a node density and the sensing radius of a node.
The experimental results on the energy consumption show that the fraction of
total reconfiguration energy becomes less than 1% of the energy consumed in the
ROAL protocol with a high frequency of reconfiguration. Also, we obtain a greatly
reduced packet latency, which corresponds to only 5% of the delay that occurred in
the ROAL protocol.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The problem related to the fault
tolerance of previous studies is discussed in Section A. In Section B, we provide the
details of a new C-ROAL protocol. We discuss the analytical model of coverage and
connectivity, and show our experimental results on the performance of circulation in
Section C. We conclude our work in Section D.
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A. Background and Related Work
In the PEAS protocol [10], where a probing scheme selects one node per unit probing
area, the probing rate of each sleeping node is adjusted to the desired probing rate
specified by the application to keep the rate under the existence of any faulty nodes.
Since the frequency of wake-up will increase as the probing rate decreases, the energy
overhead for the fault-tolerance becomes high according to the fault rate and the
number of deployed nodes. Another problem in PEAS may occur in unbalanced
energy burdens. Each node is only deactivated when it depletes all residual energy,
which in turn can cause a locally uncovered region.
The CCP protocol is a deterministic approach and has a high time complexity
of O(N3), where N is the number of neighboring nodes. In CCP, each working node
sends a periodic beacon message, while each sleeping node wakes up periodically to
hear the beacon messages. The expected overhead of energy for fault-tolerance will
also increase as the number of deployed nodes increases.
Set K-Cover problem1 [19, 15], which is a probabilistic approach, makes K sub-
sets using all deployed nodes such that the frequency of covering any point in the
interesting area is maximized as many as at least K times, while each subset is ac-
tivated in a round-robin fashion. This approach introduced a round-robin coverage
that is able to balance the energy consumption with a fault-tolerance. Our circulation
method suggested in this study uses the same concept with the round-robin approach.
However, our protocol can guarantee K-coverage while circulating one layer at each
round.
In our previous study [18], we suggested a randomly ordered activation and layer-
1Circulation suggested in this study uses the same round-robin approach. However,
our scheme builds as many layers as possible and activates only K layers at a time.
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ing (ROAL) protocol, which provides the K-coverage using a new layering scheme. We
proved that the layer coverage makes it simple to build and maintain the K-coverage.
However, the accumulative energy consumption spent for a periodic reconfiguration
will increase in proportion to the fault rate or the number of deployed nodes.
In this work, we propose a new protocol that can improve the performance of
fault-tolerance and energy-balance for K-coverage based on our layer coverage. With
our proposed circulation method, we recursively activate a different set of nodes for
the fault-tolerance and the energy-balance among all deployed nodes without the
repetitive layering procedure of the ROAL protocol. Also, we present the analytical
model of the coverage and the connectivity of our layer coverage to verify the effect
of the unit size of layering radius to the resultant coverage and connectivity.
B. Circulation-ROAL Protocol
In Chapter II, we introduced a primitive reconfiguration scheme where all nodes wake
up and generate a random and uniformly distributed activation time Ta. When its
Ta expires, a node looks up any available layer that has not yet been selected by its
neighbors, and will be activated by sending an ACTIVE message if one of K layers
is missing. Since the ROAL protocol repeats the layering procedure at every working
period, the potential cost of energy will be increased as the frequency of layering is
raised for an increased fault ratio. The reason is because the ROA algorithm needs
to build K layers at every round. We resolve this problem by modifying the layering
procedure such that all possible layers are built at the first period and we circulate
them at every period, removing the repetitive layering procedure.
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1. Model of Circulation-ROAL (C-ROAL)
In this section, we explain the details on the C-ROAL protocol that circulates the
layers without repeating the layering procedure at every working round Tw as the
ROAL protocol needs. First, we define by L(l) a set of nodes that have a layer ID
(LID) l.
Algorithm C-ROA (K, TA)
1. t← 0
2. LID ← 0
3. H ← ∅
4. Ta ← rand(0, TA)
5. while t < TA
6. if t = Ta
7. LID ← minl|H(l) = false
8. send ACTIVE.LID
9. else if ACTIVE.LID arrives
10. H(LID)← true
11. if h← max[H] is less than or equal to K
12. Tw =∞
13. else if my l is less than or equal to K
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14. calculate Tw and go to work
15. else
16. calculate Ts and go to sleep
Every node obtains its LID l when its Ta expires. In the original ROAL protocol,
only K layers are formed by the ROA algorithm. However, the C-ROA algorithm
assigns layer id to all nodes. Then, each node will act following the circulation rule
either setting a sleeping period (Ts) or a working period (Tw) based on its LID. The
calculation of Tw and Ts is explained in the next section. Based on its LID, every
node calculates its working or sleeping period.
2. Circulation Rule
A circulation rule is developed for the purpose of a low-power reconfiguration of work-
ing nodes while providing a robust and energy-balanced K-coverage. Usually, a sleep-
ing node needs to wake up with a certain frequency to monitor if some healthy nodes
are working within its sensing range for assuring a reliable quality of K-coverage.
Hence, the frequency of the fault detection messages will be increased as a fault
ratio increases, which deteriorates the energy credit in WSNs. A different way is
implemented in this study using the circulation scheme that substitutes a set of
working nodes with a different set of sleeping nodes, meanwhile guaranteeing a con-
stant K-coverage. This property differentiates our approach from the Set K-cover
study in that the degree of coverage can be changed whenever a different set is acti-
vated [19, 15].
Fig. 10 shows the state transition diagram of circulation. Using a LID obtained
by the C-ROA algorithm, each node calculates Tw or Ts. Whenever Tw of working
nodes or Ts of sleeping nodes expires, each node transits its state, as shown in Fig. 10.
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Hence, the transition between the working and sleeping state happens autonomously,
which can reduce the energy consumed for a repetitive layering at every round as in
the ROAL protocol.
lm > K lm <= K
LAYERING
Ts == 0
Tw == 0
WORKSLEEP
Fig. 10. State Transition with Circulation
We implement a deterministic circulation, which uses a fixed and constant recon-
figuration time Tr. Each node calculates its Ts or Tw using the predefined Tr. Each
node knows the highest LID h by hearing the packets exchanged during the layering
procedure. With a given degree of coverage K, its LID l, the highest layer id h and
Tr, a node determines both Ts and Tw as follows.
A. Initial calculation for Tw and Ts
Initially, we need to activate all K layers for the first round. Each node that
has a LID ≤ K decides to work and calculates its Tw. Tw will be different according
to its LID l since only nodes in the bottom layer, i.e., layer 1, will sleep after this
first round. For this reason, nodes that have LID l less than or equal to K will work
during Tw that is calculated by:
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Tw(l) =


Tr × l, if l ≤ K and h > K
∞, if l ≤ K and h ≤ K.
If the highest LID h of a node v is smaller than K, v will set its Tw =∞. If its
LID is greater than K, v will go to sleep during Ts calculated as follows:
Ts(l) = (l −K)× Tr, if l ≥ K.
We circulate one layer in a sequence of C(1), C(2), C(3), . . . , C(h) at every Tr,
while sustaining K layers at every time instance. The term of circulation C(l) defines
that working nodes in layer l go to sleep and sleeping nodes in layer m wake up to
work, where m = (K + l) mod h, if m > 0, or m = h if not.
B. After initial calculation
Once the first period of working or sleeping mode finishes, the way of calculation
changes as follows.
Tw(l) = Tr ×K
Ts(l) = (h−K)× Tr.
Note that a current working node will have a new Ts and a newly wake-up node will
calculate a new Tw. Because each node can decide its Tw and Ts using h and its LID
with the given values of Tr and K, a local difference of density will not affect the the
overall coverage.
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3. Discussion on Fault Tolerance
Using the circulation scheme, we can provide an energy efficient fault tolerance while
maintaining K-coverage. First of all, the K-coverage itself is a scheme to provide
a high probability of detection unless K nodes within the unit sensing area have
fault. In addition, the circulation scheme can provide a more robust environment by
circulating a faulty layer with a new healthy layer. If we can decrease the interval
of circulation, the recovery time for the faulty region can be minimized. We concern
the cost of reconfiguration in terms of both the energy efficiency and the network
performance. As shown in the experiment of an energy and delay in Section 3, the
circulation proves itself as an energy-efficient fault-tolerant scheme for K-coverage
in that the energy consumed for the reconfiguration remains almost constant and
small even if the frequency of the reconfiguration increases dramatically. As well as
the fault-tolerance, the circulation scheme is a good method for the energy-balance
because a set of nodes belonging to a layer will be activated in a round-robin fashion.
For the summary, we can say that the C-ROAL protocol provides a robust and energy-
efficient fault-tolerance with energy-balance.
C. Analysis on Layer Coverage
In this section, we analyze the probability of the coverage and connectivity of our
layer coverage. The coverage and connectivity depends on the layering radius of rl,
the sensing radius of rs, the communication range rc, and a node density. We assume
that the positions of nodes follow the Poisson point process of constant and finite
density λ in area R2. Here, we assume that there will be no collision during the
layering procedure for the simplicity of proof.
A random variable i that is the expected number of nodes in a circle area of
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pir2 centered at a random point follows the Poisson distribution such as P (i, r) =
e−λpir
2
(λpir2)i/i!. At a random position, each node decides its layer by running ROA
or C-ROA algorithm. Assume that the layering radius is rl where a node sends
an ACTIVE message to its neighbors. As shown in Fig. 11, the minimum distance
between any nodes in the same layer will be rl/2, and there is only one node within
the area of pi(rl/2)
2 as depicted with the smallest ball in Fig. 11.
CA B
/ 2lr
cr
lr
Fig. 11. Minimum Distance between Two Working Nodes
1. Connectivity
The connectivity will be guaranteed in our layer coverage if any on-duty node working
for a certain layer is connected. We mean by connected that any two nodes can reach
to each other in multiple hops. We follow a similar procedure, as shown in the study
[20] to prove the connectivity, but provide a different model using the Poisson point
process model.
Lemma 1. Assume that n nodes are distributed in R = [0, l]2 according to the
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Poisson point process model, Then, there is almost surely at least 1 node per unit
area of d2 when l goes to infinity if the density of nodes satisfies λ = k ln l
2
d2
for k > 1.
Proof. We divide the region R into N = l
2
d2
squares of size d× d. Let µ0(n, N) be the
random variable denoting the number of empty squares of size d× d, where n is the
number of nodes in area R, and p0 is the probability of empty nodes in one square.
Then, the expected number of empty cell E[µ0(n, N)] will be:
E[µ0(n, N)] = N · p0 = N · e−λd2 = Ne−nN−1 .
Here, we want to find E[µ0(n, N)] when l →∞. From the above equation, we obtain:
ln E[µ0(n, N)] = ln
l2
d2
− nd2
l2
.
If we assume nd2 = kl2 ln l2, the above equation becomes:
ln E[µ0(n, N)] = ln
1
d2l2k−2
.
If k > 1, then
limn,N→∞ lnE[µ0(n, N)] = −∞.
Hence, limn,N→∞ E[µ0(n, N)] = 0 and there almost surely is at least 1 node in each
square. The density of nodes will be:
λ = n
l2
= k ln l
2
d2
, where k > 1.
The connectivity will be satisfied if the communication range is greater than or
equal to the expected maximum distance between two working nodes as proved in
Theorem 1.
Theorem 1. A maximum distance between two active nodes that belong to the same
layer is less than or equal to (1 +
√
5) × rl if the density of nodes is satisfied as in
Lemma 1.
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Proof. Based on the condition of density derived in Lemma 1, we follow the complete
proof of Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.1 in [10]. We assume that each square in Fig. 11
has only one node considering the worst case of Lemma 1 where d = rl. Because
there will be only one node per each square, node B is the furtherest node to be
activated away from A in the gray square if A is activated in the dark square as
shown in Fig. 12. However, if node C is activated earlier than B within the layering
radius of rl from B, node B will sleep. The distance between node A and node C is
the maximum distance where any two working nodes can be apart from each other.
Hence, the communication range rc = (1 +
√
5)rl is a minimum range to guarantee
the connectivity. The details can be found in [10].
In addition, the connectivity for one layer of Theorem 1 is a sufficient condition
for the case of K-coverage.
rl
lrB
C
A
Fig. 12. Maximum Distance of Two Closest Working Nodes
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2. Coverage
If a given sensor network has the density λ, we can scale down the density to λl(1)
for 1-coverage obtained by the ROA or C-ROA algorithm. Because ROA and C-
ROA selects one node per area of pi(rl/2)
2, the scaled-down density will be λl(1) =
1
pi(rl/2)2
λ = 4λ
pir2
l
. According to the Poisson point process model, the coverage is the
probability of empty node within the sensing radius of rs. Hence, the percentage of
1-coverage will be:
Rc = 1− e−λl(1)pir2s
= 1− e−4λα−2 , α = rl/rs.
(3.1)
From (3.1), a minimum required density for Rc almost surely is calculated by
λ =
−ln(1− Rc)
4
· ( rl
rs
)2. (3.2)
For K-coverage, one can easily calculate a required density by λl(K) =
K
pi(rl/2)2
· λ.
3. Simulation
Using 300 nodes deployed over a two-dimensional area of 500m×500m, we obtain the
total energy consumed for the layering procedure and the average delay incurred for
data packet delivery using the ns-2 simulator. The other options are 25m for rs, 70m
for rc, and K = 3. Dynamic source routing (DSR) is used as a routing protocol. In
Fig. 13, we compare the energy consumption for the reconfiguration. The C-ROAL
protocol consumes a constant small energy for the layering procedure even though
the reconfiguration periods vary from 50 to 1,000 seconds. However, the total energy
consumption increases greatly as the reconfiguration period becomes shorter in the
ROAL protocol. We also show the average delay of a data packet incurred by the
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reconfiguration in Fig. 14. We can see that the packets are delivered much faster with
the C-ROAL protocol, while the delay is increasing as the number of reconfiguration is
increased in ROAL. The reason is because C-ROAL protocol never deters the packet
delivery due to the autonomous circulation. We also expect that the difference of
the total reconfiguration energy will be increased as the number of nodes increases.
From the above results, we can say that the C-ROAL protocol can greatly improve
the energy efficiency, while providing K-coverage with both the energy-balance and
the fault-tolerance together for WSNs.
Fig. 13. Comparison of Energy Consumption for Reconfiguration
D. Conclusion
In this chapter, we developed the C-ROAL protocol that can improve the fault-
tolerance and energy-balance for K-coverage using a new circulation and C-ROA
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Fig. 14. Average Delay Incurred by Reconfiguration
scheme. We also proved that the C-ROAL protocol can guarantee the connectivity
and coverage if a certain minimum density is satisfied regarding the sensing and the
layering radius. The C-ROAL protocol can reconfigure the sets of working nodes
with a greatly decreased energy consumption compared to the ROAL protocol. This
property enhances the energy balance and fault tolerance for WSNs.
In future work, we will implement a more concrete strategy that can replace a
fault node in a certain layer with a healthy node in other layers to stabilize the QoS
during the network lifetime.
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CHAPTER IV
MRCC: MOBILITY RESILIENT COVERAGE CONTROL FOR K-COVERAGE
In this chapter, we consider more realistic WSN environments where the sensor nodes
are moving around, which can disappear due to wear-out failures. By enhancing a
variant of the Random WayPoint (RWP) model [21], we propose Mobility Resilient
Coverage Control (MRCC) to assure K-coverage in the presence of mobility. Our
basic goals are 1) to elaborate the probability of breaking K-coverage with moving-
in and moving-out probabilities, and 2) to issue wake-up calls to sleeping sensors to
meet user requirement of K-coverage even in the presence of mobility. Furthermore, to
show the impact of wear-out failures on the coverage achieved, we adopt a lognormal
distribution to depict the conditional probability of failures and observe the influence
of reduced numbers of active nodes on coverage. Our experiments with ns-2 show that
MRCC achieves better coverage by 1.4% with 22% fewer active sensors than that of
the existing Coverage Configuration Protocol (CCP). By taking the reliability of nodes
into account, the performance drop with respect to coverage is 3.7% (for coverage >
1), while the reduction in the number of sensor nodes is 18.19% when compared
with pure MRCC. Comparing CCP and MRCC with reliability, we observe a 3.4%
reduction in coverage for the average probabilistic case and 5.78% for the individual
probabilistic case, while achieving a 12.82% and 28.2% reduction in number of nodes,
respectively.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section A discusses the exist-
ing works and Section B introduces the basic concept and corollaries of K-coverage.
In addition, we reformulate the average and individual probabilities in the mobil-
ity model. We will explain the experiments conducted with NS2 for our scheme in
Section C. Finally, the conclusion and future work are mentioned in Section D.
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A. Background and Related Work
There are many obstacles to induce a fault in guaranteeing the coverage in real WSN
environments. As an undermining factor of K-coverage requirement, we would like to
focus on mobile sensor nodes with wear-out failures. Mobility with wear-out failures in
a WSN are one of the sources that make solutions of the above problems harder [21, 22]
and the same is true for Ad Hoc networks [23, 24, 25]. In solving the problem of
mobility with failures, the biggest concern is that of maintaining a connected and
covered network, while minimizing the power consumption so that the sensed data
are safely delivered even in the presence of breaking the confidence of coverage and
connectivity.
Span [26] was designed to adaptively elect coordinators among all the nodes in
the network. Its goals are to ensure that sufficient coordinators are elected so that
every node is within the radio range of at least one coordinator and to rotate the
coordinators through the withdrawal mechanism in order to ensure that all nodes
share the task of providing global connectivity. Based on Span, Coverage Control
Protocol (CCP) [11] was devised to provide a specific coverage degree requested by an
application with a decentralized protocol that only depends on local states of sensing
neighbors. In contrast to stationary WSNs stated above, we consider mobility in
guaranteeing K-coverage.
To properly model the mobility of a sensor or a vehicle, [27] suggested a scheme
where mobile objects are uniformly distributed over a cell. Each sensor chooses a
direction θ and speed v, uniformly at random in intervals [0,2pi) and [0,Vmax] respec-
tively. With the optional operation of thinking time, the Random WayPoint (RWP)
model similar to [27] has been a commonly used synthetic model for mobility in Mobile
Ad hoc Networks (MANETS) [25, 28]. However, this model fails to provide a steady
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state in that the average nodal speed consistently decreases over time, and therefore
should not be directly used for simulation. So [29] suggested a modified Random
WayPoint model to be able to reach a steady state. For the coverage problem, [22]
chose a direction θ ∈ [0,2pi) and a speed v ∈ [0,Vmax] according to distribution density
functions, fθ(θ) and fV (v), respectively. A mobility model was used by [21] for choos-
ing a WayPoint uniformly like RWP to build a robust connectivity topology-Minimum
Spanning Tree. The approach of [22] is that a sensor sweeping a field can give better
coverage. The difference between [22] and ours is that [22] considered sweeping an
area with lack of sensors, while our scheme guarantees K-coverage all the time even
if some sensors leave their duty area. In [30], authors suggested several algorithms
that identify and minimize existing coverage holes based on Voronoi diagram and
then compute the desired target positions where sensors capable of movement should
move, while sensors in our scheme are unable to specify their destinations.
Certain work that has been proposed in literature with respect to mobility of
nodes can be found in [31]. Here, Random Walk, Random WayPoint, Random Di-
rection, Gauss-Markov, and Probabilistic Random Walk have been explained in rea-
sonable detail, while [32] deals mainly with achieving steady state of movement with
the help of a Random WayPoint model. [21, 22] suggest improvement in coverage
achieved with mobility, and we further reinforce this argument with the help of the-
oretical formulations as well as simulations, by showing the same in the presence of
both mobility and reliability considerations.
B. Mobility Model and MRCC Protocol
Based on the general K-coverage used in the previous chapter, we want to state some
corollaries giving the surplus number of sensors to assure the degree of coverage by
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issuing wake-up calls to sleeping sensors for this work.
Corollary 1 If a given topology of a WSN is assured by an optimal algorithm for
K-coverage regardless of the distribution of a set of sensors, the active sensor node
has to keep at least K−1 neighbors in its sensing range Rs because the point of active
sensor needs to be covered by K − 1 neighbors and itself.
Corollary 2 In a given topology assured by an optimal algorithm for K-coverage,
when a sleeping sensor initiates its sensing activity within its sensing range, it should
have at least K neighbors on already active duty in its sensing range by the definition
of K-coverage.
Based on the sufficient condition of K-coverage expressed in these corollaries, we
plan to devise a mobility-resilient topology control with a modified Random Way-
Point model for mobility in the following sections. To enforce the requirement of
K-coverage, the above corollaries specify the number of active sensors required to
prevent frailty of K-coverage.
1. Probabilities in Mobility Model
Like RWP [25], but unlike the Brownian- or RWP-like mobility model in [21], we
consider two probabilities of sensors moving-in/out, as average and individual. Fur-
thermore, we reformulate the moving-in probability with the location area Ad of
outside sensors which deemed to move in while [21] used A0 in the conditional part.
We compare the difference in calculating the moving-in probability with [21] and de-
rive the average and individual probabilities with the following assumption of our
mobility model; 1) All nodes are randomly distributed within a circle of area A0
with sensing radius R and the total number of nodes N is known, 2) for a short-term
interval of length t, each node moves independently toward a random direction in
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Fig. 15. Probability of Moving In vs. Moving Out
[0, 2pi), with a constant speed v that is uniformly distributed in [0, vmax] and it may
stay still for a while, and 3) the locations of sensors are known using an expensive
GPS or a cheap method of trilateration.
Under these assumptions, within a range interval r, which is a function of time
t, we can calculate two probabilities 1) that a new neighbor sensor b moves into the
detection range of node a in Fig. 15 (a), and 2) that an existing neighbor b moves out
of the detection range C(a,R) in Fig. 15 (b), P m.i and P m.o, respectively. C(a,R)
is denoted as the circle of radius R centered at point a of node (a.k.a. point) a.
a. Probability of Moving In C(a,R), P m.i
Suppose node a is located at point a with its neighbor b at point b, as shown in Fig. 15
(a). The maximum detection range of node a is R and the distance between node a
and b is x, where x is equal to or larger than R. Also, let point c be an intersection
of a circle made by point a with radius R and a circle made by maximum movement
of point b with velocity vmax and time t. Then bc becomes r = vmax · t and the
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probability that node b moves into the detection range of node a within time t is the
probability that node b moves into the circle C(a,R), which is exactly the shaded
area between two circles as shown in Fig. 15 (a). This probability can be calculated
in terms of the following two cases.
Case I: 0 < r < 2R
Pm.i =
∫ R+r
R
2pix
Ad
A1
pir2
dx =
∫ R+r
R
2A1x
Adr2
dx, (4.1)
where A1 = α1R2 + α2r2− xR sinα1, Ad = pi((R + r)2−R2) = pi(2rR + r2), α1 = ∠cab =
arccos x
2+R2−r2
2xR , and α2 = ∠cba = arccos
x2+r2−R2
2xr .
Case II: r ≥ 2R
Pm.i=
∫ r−R
R
2pix
Ad
piR2
pir2
dx +
∫ r+R
r−R
2pix
Ad
A1
pir2
dx
=
∫ r−R
R
2piR2x
Adr2
dx +
∫ r+R
r−R
2A1x
Adr2
dx
=
R2(r − 2R)
r2(r + 2R)
+
∫ r+R
r−R
2A1x
Adr2
dx. (4.2)
The first fraction in (4.1) explains the conditional probability about the existence
of a sensor at point x and the second fraction is the ratio of area A1 to total area of
node b’s movement. Unlike [21] in (4.1) and (4.2), we considered Ad as a conditional
probability because the probability of location of outside sensors is represented by
Ad, not A0. The first term of (4.2) considers the case that the movement circle is
larger than the circle of sensor a so that the former circle includes the latter. The
second term in (4.2) represents a situation where there is an intersection between the
movement circle and the sensing circle of sensor a.
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b. Probability of Moving Out C(a,R), P m.o
The probability that one of the neighbors C(b,R) moves out of the detection range
of node a within time t is the probability that node b moves out of circle C(a,R),
more specifically, which is the shadowed area outside of the detection circle made by
node a, as shown in Fig. 15 (b). There are three possibilities because the range of the
node either 1) intersects, 2) includes, or 3) intersects and includes the given node in
the following manner,
Case I: 0 < r < R
Pm.o=
∫ R
0
2pix
A0
A2
pir2
dx =
∫ R
R−r
2A2x
A0r2
dx, (4.3)
where A2 = (pi − α2)r2 − α1R2 + xR sinα1.
Case II: R ≤ r < 2R
Pm.o=
∫ r−R
0
2pix
A0
pi(r2 −R2)
pir2
dx +
∫ R
r−R
2pix
A0
A2
pir2
dx
=
pi(R + r)
A0r2
(r −R)3 +
∫ R
r−R
2A2x
A0r2
dx. (4.4)
Case III: r ≥ 2R
Pm.o =
∫ R
0
2pix
A0
pi(r2 −R2)
pir2
dx =
pi(r2 −R2)R2
A0r2
. (4.5)
In (4.4), the first term shows that the center of the moving circle (larger than C(a,R))
ranges from 0 to r−R resulting in the moving circle encompassing the circle C(a,R),
while the second term accounts for the intersection between the moving circle and
circle C(a,R).
Fig. 16 depicts the functions, P m.i and P m.o, considering (4.1) to (4.5) according
to r for Rs = 10 whose value decides the stiffness of these functions, not the monotonic
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Fig. 16. P m.i vs. Pm.o
increase or decrease. While P m.i starts at 0.2 and decreases gradually, P m.o increases
expeditiously. (4.1) through (4.5) have been devised for average probability, meaning
that regardless of the distance given by variable X, from the area of interest, every
sensor has the same probability. But, intuitively, at given time t, sensors outside or
inside the rim have a larger probability of moving in or out, respectively. Therefore,
if we specify this individual probability of moving in and out, each sensor can make
a more accurate decision. This insight can be formalized in the following equations,
Pm.i|X=x =


A1
pir2
0 < r < 2R,R ≤ x < R + r
R2
r2
r ≥ 2R,R ≤ x < r −R
A1
pir2
r ≥ 2R, r −R ≤ x ≤ r + R (4.6)
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and
Pm.o|X=x =


A2
pir2
0 < r < R,R− r ≤ x < R
(r2 −R2)
r2
R ≤ r < 2R, 0 ≤ x < r −R
A2
pir2
R ≤ r < 2R, r −R ≤ x ≤ R
(r2 −R2)
r2
r ≥ 2R, r −R ≤ x ≤ R. (4.7)
Fig. 17 shows the individual probabilities, Pm.i and Pm.o with R = 10, plotted
against with r. Depending on the distance to a particular sleeping sensor, Pm.i has
peak value, while Pm.o shows only a gradual increase regardless of r.
c. Deciding Wake-up Call
After the probing operation for deciding the duty sensors for K-coverage, each sensor’s
destination is determined whether it is active or asleep. Corollary 1 and 2 require
each sleeping sensor to be K-covered and, therefore, it can observe the number of
active inside sensors Nin in its radius Rs. For Not, we can know the number of
outside active sensors, Not, according to Theorem 1 of [33] because to be connected
Rc ≥ 2Rs must be satisfied and the distance between sensors can be measured based
on the transmission signal during K-coverage configuration.
Based on the equations about average probabilities, (4.1) through (4.5), of sensors
moving in and out, now we can formulate the probability of breaking the K-coverage
at the point of a sleeping sensor, given Nin and Not. Suppose there are random
variables, Nm.o and Nm.i, about sensors moving-out from inside and sensors moving-
in from outside, respectively. Then, the probability of breaking K-coverage P B
considering two random variables, Nin and Not, gives us the following two cases, one
of which is for Nin = K and the other for Nin = K + α,
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Fig. 17. Probability of Moving In/Out According to Distance of Active Sensor
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PB =


Nin∑
l=1
P (Nm.i < l | Nm.o = l)P (Nm.o = l)
Nin∑
l=α+1
P (Nm.i < l − α | Nm.o = l)P (Nm.o = l), (4.8)
where P (Nm.i < l | Nm.o = l) =
∑l−1
j=0
(Not
j
)
P
j
m.i(1 − P m.i)Not−j and P (Nm.o = l) =
(Nin
l
)
P
l
m.o(1− P m.o)Nin−l.
The range interval r which is calculated by vmax · t, determines the probability
Pm.i and P m.o. Therefore, the maximum probability with information about both,
constant R and an active sensor’s distance from a sensor deemed to be sleeping. Now
(4.8) can be expanded considering the individual probabilities, i.e., (4.6) and (4.7) by
removing
(
Not
j
)
and
(
Nin
l
)
.
As expected from Fig. 16 and summation in (4.8), the function in (4.8) is mono-
tonically decreasing. Therefore, we set some value of adjustable threshold to awaken
the sleeping sensors.
2. MRCC Protocol Mechanism
Secondary
Active
Primary
ActiveSleepingProbing
(4)
(5)
(2)
(1)
(3)
Fig. 18. State Transition Diagram for Each Sensor in MRCC
Usually a topology control mechanism resides and operates between the routing
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layer and the MAC layer so that the routing layer uses information of rigid infras-
tructure of a WSN secured by the topology control such as [33, 26]. Besides the basic
mechanism of electing active sensors implemented in [33, 26], we need an additional
ruling of the sensor state transition from sleeping to active, as shown in Fig. 18.
As suggested in [33, 26], three solid lines with (1), (2), and (3) in Fig. 18 are
the transitions suggesting election of primary active sensors to provide guaranteed
coverage over the whole field. Probing sensors that want to be primary active sensors
need to be desynchronized to figure out their roles; otherwise, a group of sensors are
blindly set to wake up to cover the same coverage hole at the same time. Once the
role of each sensor is decided, we need to choose some of the sleeping sensors that have
their breaking probability calculated by (4.8) to be lower than a predefined threshold
value. Two dotted lines of (4) and (5) explain these situations where each of the
sleeping sensors asynchronously figures out the probabilities to become a secondary
sensor like (1), (2), and (3).
3. MRCC Protocol with Wear-out Failures
In addition to the mobility of sensor nodes, the associated reliability measures in the
form of wear-out failures should be also considered. A lognormal distribution has been
found to be a more effective model than an exponential distribution for degradation
processes common to semiconductor failures because of the multiplicative degradation
argument [34]. Moreover, the memoryless property of an exponential distribution
makes it unsuitable for modeling semiconductor reliability [35].
To obtain the lifetime distribution for the processor as a whole, combining the
effects of the individual lognormal distributions across all the mechanisms and struc-
tures is necessary. The standard lognormal distribution for some µ and σ can be
given as
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f(t) = exp(−(ln t− µ)2/(2σ2))/(tσ
√
2pi), (4.9)
where µ is the mean lifetime of a component and σ is the shape parameter. (4.9)
represents the reliability of each component, such as the embedded processor and RF
transceiver circuit of a sensor node.
Given the nature of operation of WSNs, a sensor node is not supposed to run all
the way until its battery power is exhausted. Factors such as the overhead of wake-up
have led us to consider a posteriori probability and a cumulative operation time, ti,
meaning that in off-duty the timer for reliability calculation of a sensor stops and the
timer is restarted once the sensor is selected for the next duty cycle as a coordinator.
Therefore, the probability of a failure in the time interval (T1, T2), given that the
sensor has survived up to the time T1, can be expressed as
FT1,T2 =
∫ T2
T1
f(t)dt
R(T1)
. (4.10)
A conditional probability of survival, i.e., reliability, in the interval t′ and t is
R(t | t′) = Rt,t′ = 1− Ft′,t.
As the sensor nodes are independently configured for K-coverage, the reliability
R(t) of a certain sensing area is calculated as a product of reliability of the active
sensor nodes involved in coverage. Since the system has lived up to t′, the conditional
reliability R(t | t′) of the system, to live until t can be given by
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R(t | t′) = R(T > t | t′)
= R(t1 > t, t2 > t, · · · , tK > t | t′)
= R(t1 > t | t′1)R(t2 > t | t′2) · · ·R(tK > t | t′K)
= R1(t1 | t′1)R2(t2 | t′2) · · ·RK(tK | t′K)
=
K∏
i=1
Ri(ti | t′i), (4.11)
where ti = t + i and t′i = t
′ + ε′i. i and ε
′
i are scaling factors for cumulative spent
time in each sensor i except the off-duty time because each sensor has different spent
time and, therefore, different next survival time. If the number of active sensors for
K-coverage is greater than K, we can expand (4.11) by considering the combination
of K ′ sensors taken K at a time.
The rationale of using conditional reliability in (4.10) for K-coverage is that, at
the beginning of the selection for the next duty cycle, each sensor alive feeds its infor-
mation including cumulative lifetime to its neighbors, notifying that it has survived.
The cumulative reliability is given by (4.10), which is the product of conditional reli-
abilities of active sensors contributing to K-coverage of the WSN. A drawback of this
scheme is the overhead of broadcasting packets containing related information.
C. Experimental Results
In this section, we use ns-2 implementation of Span [26] and CCP [33] as an optimal
algorithm to assure K-coverage in a variety of coverage degree cases.
Fig. 19 shows the benefit of using average and individual probabilities in the
situation of breaking 3-coverage. In the figure, first two curve lines explain the math-
ematical plots for (4.8), while the third line is made from the actual breaking prob-
ability of ns-2. As the figure reveals, there is a gap between average and individual
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probabilities. Furthermore, the dotted line shows the same behavior with individual
probability.
The conditional reliability defined in Section 3 assumes that a sensor has survived
up to the time T1 in selecting the working sensors for the next duty cycle. Due to
the conditional probability, the value of RT1,T2 = R(T2 | T1) is relatively large at the
beginning, but gradually decreases as the duty cycle goes by.
The experiments we conducted in Fig. 20 is to justify the choice of shorter duty
cycles to guarantee the reliability at each duty, at the cost of packet overhead for
probing. At each different duty cycle, the selection of active sensors for K-coverage is
based on the spent lifetime marked as “Order” or regardless of spent lifetime marked
as “Random,” where “Random” in 0.25µ has the worst variation of reliability. The
impression given by Fig. 20 is that the “Random” case shows larger fluctuations in
measured reliability during operation.
The simulation results in Table I validate the miscalculation of [21], as well as
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Table I. Comparisons of Ad vs. A0 and Avg. vs. Ind. Prob.
Prob. Scheme:A0vs.Ad Coverage Achieved(%) No. A. N.
†
MRCC w/ A0 90.6
*/94.7** 67/89
MRCC w/ Ad 96.6/97.3 65/84
Coverage Scheme Coverage Achieved(%) No. A. N. †
CCP 93.8*/92.7** 87/90
MRCC w/ Avg. P. 94.7/93.2 77/88
MRCC w/ Ind. P. 94.4/94.1 71/84
CCP w/ Rel. 96.015*/92.94** 76/79
MRCC w/ Avg. P. and Rel. 97.883/89.75 63/72
MRCC w/ Ind. P. and Rel. 96.36/87.56 53/58
*
1-Coverage
**
2-Coverage
†
Number of Active Nodes among 120
the probability behaviors of Fig. 16, 17, and 19. For this experiment, the sensor
field has an area of 400m × 400m. It has also been observed during the simulation
of 112s that, after a certain period for enough given energy, the average number of
active nodes remains almost constant with a standard deviation of a constant factor.
This is due to the fact that the cycle of selection and withdrawal of sensors reaches
approximate synchrony and, hence, almost an equal number of nodes are added and
withdrawn. The first half of Table I validates the wrong conditional equation in [21]
by the difference in the number of active sensors and achieved K-coverage. Therefore,
moving-in probability needs to use the area of outside where moving-in sensors are
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located. The second half of Table I shows that, although the difference in coverage
achieved in the three cases is marginal, the number of active sensors for 1- and 2-
coverage show significant difference, supporting our claim that individual probabilities
of moving-in/out is reasonably good in selecting an optimal number of sensors for an
energy-efficient coverage scheme.
Finally, the third half of Table I shows the coverage achieved in all three cases
when the reliability of nodes is taken into consideration. The results show that the
number of active nodes selected for coverage has reduced considerably. This is a
consequence of our scheme, which selects only the required number of sensors for K-
coverage and considering duty cycle of operation of nodes. This translates to immense
savings in terms of average power consumed, which, in turn, results in the longevity
of the lifetime of the network. Note that the number of wear-out failures over a period
of time t, reduce due to an increase in the overall lifetime of the network. However,
there is a slight degradation in the coverage performance when higher coverage is
required.
D. Conclusion and Future Work
In this chapter, we have addressed the problem of achieving K-coverage in the pres-
ence of mobile sensors with wear-out failures. Mobility of sensors is one of the major
hurdles in achieving K-coverage due to the uncertainty of the location of the sensor
nodes for the coverage.
We have proposed the Mobility Resilient Coverage Control (MRCC) protocol that
reduces the number of active sensors significantly, while providing a higher achieved
coverage than previous approaches. We’ve also considered wear-out failures of the
nodes along with mobility to select the number of sensors to be active for K-coverage,
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and have shown the improvement in reducing the number of active nodes with a
slight trade-off in terms of coverage achieved. Therefore, with less numbers of sensors
for the same coverage, we believe that a significant amount of power can be saved,
leading to the longevity of lifespan of a WSN. Our experiments with NS2 show that
MRCC achieves better coverage by 1.4% with 22% fewer active sensors than that of
the existing Coverage Configuration Protocol (CCP). By taking wear-out failures of
sensor nodes into account, we observe that MRCC with reliability uses 28.2% less
active sensor nodes than CCP with reliability.
We plan to measure power savings obtained by considering battery depletion,
as well as how to optimally decide the wake up time based on residual power of a
sleeping sensor.
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CHAPTER V
MULTIPLE-CDS TOPOLOGY FOR WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS
In this chapter, we present a Multiple-connected dominating set (MCDS) topology
protocol, which is designed to provide a load balancing specifically for the on-demand
routing protocols. We define the problem of multiple connected dominating sets
(MCDSs) and propose greedy and heuristic algorithms that form the MCDSs in three
stages. Our protocol runs in O(∆2) computation time with O(∆) message overheads,
where ∆ is the maximum degree of the network graph.
The properties on load balancing and network performance are evaluated through
ns-2 simulator. From the results, we show that the energy depletion ratio of nodes is
significantly decreased, while conserving more residual energy. The network through-
put is improved by 35% and the routing overhead is decreased by 71% as the density
of nodes increases. We also observed the increment in packet delivery ratio more than
2 times when the degree of nodes is increased.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section A discusses the related
existing works that are studied to provide the load balancing to WSNs. In Section
C, we introduce the concept of MCDS topology with the technique used to construct
it. Section D deals with our suggested algorithm for the MCDS topology. Finally, we
provide our simulation results on the energy and network performance in Section E,
and conclude our work in Section F.
A. Background and Related Work
Generally, routing protocols can be categorized into two main categories such as
proactive and reactive protocol [36]. Proactive protocol characterizes all possible
connectivity to all existing nodes in the network in advance. On the other hand,
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reactive, also called on-demand, protocol discovers a route when a source node needs
to send its packet by broadcasting a route discovery packet. While this routing
protocol has the purpose of finding a reachable path between any two nodes, the
ultimate goal is to minimize path length, route traffic, and packet loss, etc. On
wireless sensor networks, however, we need to consider a balanced network traffic to
prolong the network lifetime under the energy constraints of WSN.
B. Related Work
Proactive approach to the load balancing is proposed in the studies of GLIDER [7]
and MAP [8]. The motivation of both works arose from the geographic forwarding
protocol. In a geographic forwarding scheme such as GPSR [6], the next hop is a
neighbor node that is closest to a destination node. Hence, the geographic greedy
routing can cause a hot spot around the boundary of a void region (obstacle). Hence,
a main idea of both protocol is to build a virtual coordinate system that can reflect
the shape of a given network topology through their own topology abstraction. The
abstraction method of GLIDER is to subdivide the original topology into several
voronoi cells of randomly selected landmarks. After then, each node is assigned with
a new virtual coordinate that is calculated to represent a relative distance from the
corresponding landmark. MAP abstracts a medial axis composed of nodes that forms
a center line within the network topology. Hence, MAP needs to find all boundary
nodes first and assigns a virtual coordinate to each node using a relative distance
from the axis and a relative position along the axis, i.e., x and y coordinates in a
two-dimensional region. Each node, then, can deliver packets based on the retrieved
virtual coordinate in a geographic forwarding strategy as in GPSR. They have proved
that the network traffic can be distributed over multiple paths around the boundary
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of the void region. The problem is that the abstraction of the global topology with
a new coordinate could cause a high volume of messages with the increment of the
density and size of the network.
AOMDV [37] is a multipath on-demand routing protocol, which is extended from
the AODV protocol [38] for establishing multiple disjoint paths between any pair of
source and destination. Multiple paths are constructed by one-time flooding of a
route discovery packet and multiple route reply messages from the destination. All
intermediate nodes on the reverse paths of the route reply messages retrieve any pos-
sible disjoint and loop free path. Hence, each node will retain multiple next hop nodes
for each destination and source. Each node, then, forwards a data packet through one
path at a time until all paths are broken. The cached route information can reduce the
frequency of route discovery for the same pair of sources and destinations. Authors
claimed that AOMDV can be used for load-balancing when all multiple paths are used
at the same time. However, packet reordering at a destination and the amount of
traffic splits for each path are issued as a future work. A probabilistic forwarding for
load-balancing is studied in [39]. In their Gossip-based routing, each node forwards
packets with some probability. This approach can reduce the message overhead on
route discovery. The problem is that network throughput and connectivity can be
degraded without the choice of a proper forwarding probability as the density of node
changes.
Recently, many approaches, with the purpose of energy conservation, have sug-
gested to construct and use a connected dominating set (CDS) as a backbone network
for the reactive routing protocol to conserve the energy consumptions used for the
broadcast. A non-CDS node is covered (within the transmission range) by at least one
CDS node. Nodes in CDS are responsible for forwarding all packets. Many studies
have researched the algorithms to construct a minimum CDS to derive the smallest
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communication subgraph of a given network so that the network can conserve more
energy [40, 41, 42].
A necessity for a backup link in CDS-based topology construction has been found
in the study of [42]. The study suggested k-connected k-dominating set algorithms for
the construction of more robust CDS-based backbone network. The study suggested
three different algorithms, but the best algorithm needs O(k∆4) computation time,
where ∆ is the maximal node degree [42].
Our approach is unique in that we can build multiple CDSs and use them as
distributed route backbones. A source node can forward its packet through one CDS
to which it belongs, while other CDSs only can receive the packet. Intuitively, the
network traffic will be uniformly distributed over all CDSs as long as all nodes are
uniformly distributed over the constructed CDSs. In terms of the balanced network
traffic, the MCDS protocol can provide load balancing in addition to the effect of
energy conservation.
C. Protocol Overview
1. Route Discovery in DSR Protocol
Dynamic source routing (DSR) [17] is a well-known, on-demand multi-hop routing
protocol that uses source routing that places a complete path information in the
header of a data packet. The path information is the sequence of hops that the
packet should follow to its destination. In on-demand routing protocols, a source
node initiates a route discovery procedure only when a source node wishes to send a
packet to a destination and does not know a route to the destination. Normally, the
source route is searched in a route cache of routes previously learned or a source node
will initiate the route discovery procedure to find a new route only when no route is
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found in its cache.
To initiate the route discovery, a node transmits a ROUTE REQUEST (RREQ)
message, which is a single local broadcast packet, to its neighbor nodes. Each RREQ
packet is identified with a unique request id (RID) that is determined by the source
node of the RREQ, and contains the identifiers of the source and destination node.
During the route discovery procedure, the address of each intermediate node through
which a particular RREQ message has traveled is recorded in the route record of
the RREQ message. A ROUTE REPLY (RREP) message is returned to the source
node by another node that receives the RREQ message if the receiving node is the
destination of the RREQ message. The accumulated route record of the RREQ is
copied to the RREP message and cached in the route cache of the source node. The
destination node can either discover a new route to the source node or simply reverse
the sequence of hops in the route record to send its RREP message. In receiving
the RREQ message, any intermediate node searches its own route cache for a route
to the target before forwarding the RREQ. If there is a route to the destination of
the RREQ, the node returns a RREP to the source node rather than forwarding the
RREQ.
During the route discovery procedure, DSR can cache multiple paths per route
discovery replied by multiple intermediate nodes, which could result in reply storm,
thereby wasting bandwidth and increasing collisions. To prevent the route reply
storm, a node delays sending its own RREP for a random period while receiving and
looking for data packets from the source node of the route discovery. If it receives
such a data packet that has a route length less than or equal to its own route length
from the source to destination, the node discards its own RREP.
The route cache can incur a hot-spot route that may be heavily used to a certain
destination. Without using the route cache, instead, the performance of DSR will be
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hurt by the overhead related to the route discovery procedure.
2. CDS and CDS Layers
As we reviewed the DSR protocol, there is no fundamental method to distribute the
energy burden in terms of load balancing over the sensor nodes. We study a novel
method that can balance the network load of DSR protocol using the concept of
connected dominating set (CDS).
The construction of MCDS topology is highly related to the CDS problem. As-
sume that a unit disk graph G(V, E), where an edge exists between two nodes if and
only if the two nodes locate within the communication range rc. A CDS is a subset
S ⊆ V such that S is a dominating set of G and the subgraph of G induced by S is
connected. In other words, a node not in S has at least one corresponding edge in E
to a node in S, and S is a connected subgraph of G.
To obtain a minimum CDS is known to be NP-hard [43]. Because of the hardness
of the problem, many approximation algorithms have been proposed to construct a
small CDS [44, 45, 42, 40]. However, these protocols are hard to apply to achieve
multiple CDSs for the reasons of a relatively high cost of computation time, centralized
approach, and message overhead.
We propose a greedy dominating-and-connecting (DAC) heuristic. The construc-
tion procedure of CDS using the DAC method is shown in Fig. 21. Assume that every
node in the figure is ordered by a randomly generated decision time from A to F in
ascending order. To form a CDS, node A elects itself as a dominating node because no
other node has been elected as a dominating node within its transmission region (rc).
Next, node B elects itself as a dominating node. Among the neighbor nodes within
the transmission range of A, node C and D are elected as a connecting node for A.
Next, node E also elects itself as a dominating node for a different CDS because it
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already has both dominating node A and connecting node D. Node F should be a
connecting node for both A and B. Here, nodes A, B, C, D, and F form one CDS
and the other nodes will form another CDS. In this study, we call one CDS among
the constructed multiple CDSs a layer. For a practical reason, we construct MCDS
topology by allowing a node to be shared by multiple CDSs.
E B
F
C
A
D
 
Sensor nodes with no layer
Sensor nodes in layer I

Fig. 21. The Concept of Dominating-And-Connecting (DAC)
3. MCDS Topology for DSR Protocol
In Fig. 22, assume there are two CDSLs and the black and white nodes consist of
each different CDSL, respectively. The white nodes in the figure form one CDS as
layer A and the black nodes form another CDS as layer B. A RREQ packet generated
by node B2 will be propagated through only the black nodes. If node A1 is targeted
by node B2, it can listen to the RREQ packet of B2 even though the layer where it
belongs is different from layer B. When A1 listens to the RREQ of B2, it replies to
the RREQ by sending RREP along with a reverse path of the RREQ, which is mainly
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comprised of nodes in layer B. On the other hand, a route discovered by a node in
layer A will have a data path comprised of nodes in layer A. Hence, we can expect
that resultant routes discovered by the route discovery procedure can be distributed
evenly over the multiple CDSLs if source nodes are evenly located over all CDSLs.
Each layer is differentiated by a layer identification number (LID) that is integer
value corresponding to the level of each layer in a hierarchical view. Every node
is assigned with one or more LIDs and forwards a RREQ packet if and only if the
RREQ has the same LID with one of its LIDs. When a source node sends its RREQ,
it includes its default LID to identify one layer through which the RREQ is forwarded.
A novel feature of MCDS topology is placed on the effect of saving the total
energy of network in addition to the load balancing. Each constructed CDSL takes
a role of network-wide backbone that can reduce the number of forwarding nodes,
which can bring out the effect of energy conservation.
Sensor nodes in layer B
Sensor nodes in layer A
B1A1
B2
rc
Fig. 22. Concept of Layer Communication
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D. MCDS Protocol
We make the following assumptions. First, every node is synchronized as explained
in the previous section. Second, every node has a unique identifier (UID). Note that
our algorithm assigns a layer identifier (LID), in addition to the UID, to every node
to distinguish each layer.
The MCDS protocol constructs multiple CDSs via a layering procedure, and
provides a fault management scheme that restores a broken connectivity among the
CDSs. We implement three different algorithms such as primitive layering (PL),
intermediate layering (IL), and runtime-layering (RL) algorithms, each of which run
in a corresponding construction stage. Each node proactively builds a primitive state
of CDSs during the first two stages and the boundary of layer or disconnected region
in each layer will be connected using a normal route discovery procedure during the
last stage.
Each node decides its LID when a randomly generated decision time (DT), which
is generated in every node between 0 and TL, expires. The period of TL can be easily
calculated if we assume that the DT follows a uniform distribution. To calculate a
proper value of TL, we also assume that the position of dispersed nodes follows a
two-dimensional Poisson process having density λ. The expected number of nodes
(N) within the circular region of transmission range rc is λpir
2
c . Therefore, the length
of TL should be greater than
rc
c
× 4N , where c is the propagation speed of wireless
signal. In this formula, 4N is the number of nodes in the circular region of radius 2rc
that is a maximum distance within which a random position could receive two signals
from two different nodes at a time.
To maintain the state of layer construction of its neighbor nodes located within
its communication range, every node maintains a Layer Table (LT). Each record of
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LT contains the entries related to the layering procedure, such as a list of UIDs of
connected neighbor nodes (CN), a list of UIDs of disconnected neighbor nodes (DN),
a flag of forwarding, a flag of boundary, and an integer field of uid. The role of each
entry will be explained later. After now, we will remark a record indexed by m as
DN(m).
1. Stage 1: Primitive-Layering (PL) Procedure
When algorithm Primitive-Layering (PL) starts, DT is generated randomly between
0 and TL at each node. Before its DT expires, if v receives an announcement packet
(AP) from its neighbor nodes, it updates its CN [m] and DN [m] for the layer m of AP.
AP is a 1-hop broadcast packet that carries LID, UID, and the list of layer neighbor
(LN) of a sending node.
Stage 1. Algorithm Primitive-Layering (LT, T L)
1. LT ← 0
2. t← 0
3. DT ← rand(0, TL)
4. while t < TL
5. if AP is received, Update(AP.LID, AP)
6. else if t = DT
7. lid← Decision-Rule-I()
8. Update(lid, NIL)
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9. forwarding[lid]← true
10. send AP with LN ← CN [lid]
11. else if t = TL goto Stage 2
Algorithm Update(lid, AP)
At Sending Node s
1. move all nodes in DN [lid] to CN [lid]
2. CN [lid]← CN [lid] ∪myUID
At Receiving Node r
1. if N ← {n | n ∈ DN [lid]andn ∈ DN [lid] ∩ AP.LN} 6= ∅
2. move N from DN [lid] to CN [lid]
3. else if CN [lid] ∩ AP.LN 6= ∅ then CN [lid]← CN [lid] ∪ AP.UID
4. else DN [lid]← DN [lid] ∪ AP.UID
Algorithm Decision-Rule-I()
1. lid← NIL
2. m← 1
3. while lid = NIL
4. if DN [m] 6= ∅, lid← m
5. else if CN [m] = ∅, lid← m
6. else m← m + 1
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7. return lid
Assume that a node s decides its LID at DT. To decide its LID, s scans its
LT from the lowest layer. If node s finds a non-empty DN [m] for layer m, it elects
itself as a connecting node for layer m. In this case, all nodes in DN [m] are moved
to CN [m] including s itself, and s sends AP with LN ← CN [m]. If there is no
disconnected node for layer m, s looks for the CN [m] whether it is empty or not.
The empty CN [m], together with the empty DN [m], means that there is no node
elected for layer m currently. In this case, s elects itself for layer m as a dominating
node. Otherwise, s repeats the decision procedure for the next higher layer because
the layer m is already completed as a connected dominating set within the disk of
radius rc centered at s, D(s). When node r receives AP, it compares the LN delivered
in AP with its DN indexed by the LID m in AP. Node r moves all matched entries
in DN(m) to CNu(m). If no match happens, only the UID in AP, which is the UID
of the sending node, is added to DN [m] as a disconnected layer-neighbor node.
The example of the PL procedure is depicted in Table II with relation to Fig. 21.
Here, the DT is given to each node from A to F , and hence, the decision procedure
follows in the ascending order of UID. At time 1, node A finds no previous layer
formed by its neighbors and elects itself as layer 1 while sending its AP with no
LNA(1). The receiving nodes C, D, E, F add the UID A to their DN lists. Node
B will also find no previous layer, and hence, sends its AP with no LNB(1). Node
C finds a disconnected neighbor A at its DT and sends AP with LNC(1) = A, C.
When node A hears this message, it can move its own UID to its CNA(1). Node C
adds UID A and C to its CNC(1). Node D will follow the same procedure as shown
in Table II. In the case of node E, the LID will be chosen among the next higher
layers since all LNE(1) are already connected. At last, node F elects itself for layer
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Table II. Primitive-Layering Procedure
Node CN/DN t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 t = 4 t = 5 t = 6
A CN A,C A,C,D A,C,D A,C,D,F
DN A
B CN B,F
DN B B B B
C CN A,C A,C A,C A,C
DN A A
D CN A,D A,D A,D
DN A A A
E CN A,D A,D A,D
DN A A A
F CN A,B,F
DN A A,B A,B A,B A,B
1 connecting the node B.
At the end of this stage, every node will have its one default LID and a corre-
sponding forwarding[lid] is set to true. This default LID is used as a layer id that
is included into a RREQ of a sending node.
Clearly, the computation cost of PL is upper bounded by ∆ for decision making
and ∆2 for receiving, where H is the maximum number of layers constructed, and ∆
is a maximum degree of a given graph G. When a node decides its LID, it needs to
count the number of neighbors in each of CN and DN for constructed layers. For
receiving, each node needs to compare its neighbors with LID m and the listed nodes
in a received LN with LID m of AP, which needs at most O(∆2) computation time.
Hence, the total time complexity is O(∆2). The message overheads at each node is
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O(∆).
2. Stage 2. Inter-Layering (IL) Procedure
The Inter-Layering algorithm runs in the same way with PL except for the decision
rule. By running the Inter-Layering (IL) algorithm, each node v looks for a layer
with a boundary condition and selects its second LID. The boundary refers to a
border of a layer, and we can decide whether a node locates in the boundary of a
certain layer by looking up the relationship between the disconnected neighbors and
connected neighbors for each layer. When node v finds that there are more than two
disconnected neighbor nodes in a layer m, v knows layer m is disconnected locally
within D(v). More conditions are explained later. Hence, in this case, v needs to
connect the disconnected neighbors by electing itself for layer m. Of course, there
can be more than one layer that needs to be connected in D(v). However, the number
of layers that have the boundary condition will be different at each node, so we can
not decide the number of layering procedure at this moment. The rest of the layers
with boundary condtions will be handled during the next stage.
Stage 2. Algorithm Inter-Layering (LT, T L)
1. t← 0
2. DT ← rand(0, TL)
3. while t < TL
4. if AP arrives, Update(AP.LID, AP)
5. else if t = DT
6. lid ← Decision-Rule-II()
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7. if lid > 0
8. Update(lid, NIL)
9. forwarding[lid]← true
10. send AP with LN ← CN(lid)
11. if t = TL
12. run Boundary(0)
13. goto Stage 3
Algorithm Decision-Rule-II()
1. m← 1
2. while m ≤ size(LT )
3. if Boundary(m)
4. return m
5. m← m + 1
6. return 0
Algorithm Boundary(m)
1. if t < TL
2. if (|DN [m]| > 1) or (|DN [m] = 1| and |CN [m]| > 0)
3. return true
4. else
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5. while m ≤ size(LT )
6. if |DNv(m)| > 0
7. boundary[m]← true
8. m← m + 1
Based on DN [m] and CN [m], v can decide whether a layer m has a boundary
condition or not. There are two boundary conditions: 1) |DN [m] = 1| and |CN [m]| >
0 2) |DN [m]| > 1. The former condition represents the existence of disconnected layer
neighbors in that there are one disconnected node and one or more connected nodes.
If there is a layer that satisfies the boundary condition while scanning from the lowest
layer, a node will choose the layer as its second layer. The default LID and second
LID are marked as true at the corresponding forwarding[m] field.
To prepare for the next stage, each node performs a procedure of second boundary
detection by running the procedure Boundary(0) at the end of this stage. This
procedure finds and marks all boundary conditions of |DNv(m)| > 0. This condition
includes all of the previous conditions, and also includes a case of isolated boundary,
which means that there is one disconnected node in a layer m and the node has no
layer-neighbor node. A corresponding boundary[m] is set to false for the layer with
the boundary condition.
Phase 2 has a O(∆) computation cost for both the decision making and boundary
detection. The computation cost for receiving and message overhead are the same as
those of Phase 1.
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3. Stage 3: Runtime-Layering (RL) Procedure
The Runtime-Layeing procedure performs two functions in that it decides whether a
node that receives a RREQ forwards the RREQ or not, and extends a layer if either
the receiving node has either a boundary set to true or the LID of RREQ is greater
than the maximum LID in the LT of the receiving node.
Actually, the MCDS protocol operates between the MAC layer and the routing
layer in a communication protocol stack so that the routing layer can receive only
filtered RREQ that have the same LID with the one obtained by the layering pro-
cedure. Therefore, the DSR protocol can work with a reduced number of RREQ
with the MCDS protocol, which can reduce the computation overhead and resource
requirement for the routing procedure.
When a RREQ with LID m is received from node s, node v first checks out
whether the LID m is greater than the maximum layer or not. If the LID of RREQ
is greater than the maximum layer, which means that there is no node that can
retransmit the RREQ within D(v) except s, v runs the Decision-Rule-III to elect
a next-hop node for node s together with its neighbors that have also received the
RREQ from s. Those neighbors will be the nodes that have its maximum layer less
than m.
If LID m of RREQ received is less than or equal to the maximum layer, a receiving
node v forwards the RREQ if its forwarding[m] is true. If forwarding[m] is set to
false, v checks its boundary[m]. If boundary[m] is false, v will discard the RREQ
received because it is not in a corresponding layer m. Node v will run Decision-Rule-
III if its boundary[m] is true since there is at least one disconnected node in layer m
within D(v). The nodes that have boundary[m] set to false with forwarding set to
false, as in v, will also run Decision-Rule-III to elect next forwarding node.
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The Decision-Rule-III works as follows. If a RREQ with LID m, which incurrs
one of the two above situations, is received for the first time at a group of receiving
nodes P , the nodes in P store the Request ID (RID) of the RREQ and forward the
RREQ without any decision at this moment. Note that only one node among the
nodes in P can send RREQ at any one time. Here, assume that node v is the first
forwarding node among the nodes in P . When v sends the RREQ, another group
of nodes N within the transmission range of v can receive the RREQ sent by v. As
explained in Section C, nodes in N will proceed with the first copy of RREQ from
v, while discarding all next copies of RREQ from nodes in P . When the nodes in
N forward the RREQ to next-hop nodes, the nodes in P can also hear this message.
By hearing the RREQ sent by its next-hop, any node in P checks a field of UID of
previous hop prev src in the header of RREQ, which was included by any sending
node with its previous hop node. In this case, the previous hop node in prev src is
the UID of node v. This result indicates that node v is selected among all nodes in
P that received the RREQ from nodes in P . As a result, v sets forwarding[m] to
true and boundary[m] to false because the boundary condition in layer m is currently
dissolved. The other nodes in P , however, will wait to check if any node in their
next-hop may respond to it with RREQ having its UID in prev src field. Meanwhile,
if a new RREQ with a different RID from the previous one it sent is received, it sets
both forwading[m] and boundary[m] to false because it could not find its next-hop
that responded to it. As the RREQ with LID m is propagested through the network,
the layer m will be extended through the network by newly elected nodes as explained
above.
As you can see, the algorithm Decision-Rule-III runs in O(∆) time for the worst
case since the frequency of running the Decision-Rule-III is bounded by the maximum
number of layers in a given network, which is bounded by the maximum degree of
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the network, ∆. Note that the layer extension is a one-time decision procedure for
any disconnected layer. The RL procedure has no message overhead since the proce-
dure uses a normal route request (RREQ) packet. Therefore, the total computation
cost to complete the multiple-CDSs (MCDSs) construction is O(∆2) and the overall
message overhead is O(∆). In addition, the RL procedure for layer extension needs
a field of prev src in RREQ packet to identify the UID of 1-hop previous node. Any
forwarding node will include the unique id (UID) of its 1-hop previous node under
the MCDS protocol.
Stage 3. Algorithm Runtime-Layering (LT, RREQ)
1. lid← LID(RREQ)
2. if lid > size(LT )
3. if Decision-Rule-III(LT, RREQ)
4. forward RREQ
5. else
6. discard RREQ
7. else
8. if boundary[lid] = false
9. if forwarding[lid]
10. forward RREQ
11. else forwarding[lid]
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12. discard RREQ
13. else
14. if Decision-Rule-III(LT, RREQ)
15. forward RREQ
16. else
17. discard RREQ
Algorithm Decision-Rule-III(LT, RREQ)
1. lid← LID(RREQ)
2. if the first time receiving of RREQ
3. rid[lid]← RID(RREQ)
4. return true
5. else if rid[lid] = RID(RREQ)
6. if prev src(RREQ) = my UID
7. boundary[lid]← false
8. forward[lid]← true
9. return true
10. else
11. boundary[lid]← false
12. forward[lid]← false
13. return false
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4. Fault Tolerance
We build a fault tolerance feature using the RL procedure. Any fault can be detected
either by a periodic beacon message or by a feature of bi-directional communication.
For the first case, if a node finds no reply to its beacon message from a certain layer
neighbor node, it sends a Re-Layering Request packet. For the second case, a data
packet can be used. When there is no acknowledgement from its layer neighbor, which
is known during the route discovery procedure, the detecting node also sends a Re-
Layering Request packet. All neighbor nodes that receive the Re-Layering Request set
their boundary to true and will run the Decision-Rule-III whenever a RREQ packet
arrives for the same layer.
E. Simulation Environment and Results
1. Simulation Setup
In order to evaluate the features on load-balancing and network performance of the
proposed MCDS protocol, we run simulation using the ns-2 [46] simulator. We im-
plemented our MCDS protocol and Gossip-based routing protocol [39] based on basic
DSR routing protocol [17]. The Gossip protocol is selected as a load balancing scheme
for on-demand routing protocols in that network traffic can be distributed with a cer-
tain probability. To implement the Gossip protocol over the DSR routing protocol,
we applied the GOSSIP3(.65,4,1) scheme in which a node broadcasts a route request
packet (RREQ) if it locates within 4 hops from a source node or, if not, it forwards
a RREQ with a probability of 65% at the first reception of the RREQ. If it ini-
tially got the RREQ and did not forward the RREQ but it did not get the same
RREQ from at least one other node during a predefined timeout interval. We set the
NODE TRAVERSAL TIME 40ms. The parameters of GOSSIP3 used in our simu-
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lation are chosen for the node degree of 10, which are used in [39]. In our simulation
environment, we have the same situation when the transmission range is 50m.
Table III shows the configuration parameters used in the simulation. Over a
two-dimensional plane with size of 400m× 400m, we randomly generate 10 different
network topologies, each of which is composed of randomly placed 350 sensor nodes.
Based on the generated topologies, we vary the transmission range rc of sensor node
among 40, 50, 60, and 70m to simulate different node degrees of the network. Each
data value in our results represents an average of 100 runs per each transmission
range using the 10 different topologies. Network traffic is generated by any node that
locates within a sensing range of 40m from two random event points that placed in
the opposite side of one destination node. Each event point constantly generates one
event per second. The MAC layer scheme is the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol. In this
study, we assume a stationary network where the location of nodes is fixed at the
original position. Each node is given with initial energy 50J . In our simulation, we
set 100 seconds for the layering procedure. Simulation time is set to 3, 000 seconds.
During the simulation time, we sample the data on current energy and network traffic
of each node at every 100 seconds. The original DSR protocol, MCDS protocol, and
Gossip protocol are represented as DSR, MCDS, and Gossip, respectively.
2. Simulation Results
a. Properties of MCDS Structure
Fig. 23 shows the number of layers constructed while varying the transmission range.
The average number of layers constructed increases linearly as the transmission range
is extended, which proves that the dominating-and-connecting (DAC) method fairly
constructs each layer with a similar number of nodes even though the density of nodes
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Table III. Simulation Environments and Scenarios
Parameter Value
Simulator ns-2 (version 2.29)
Network Size 400m× 400m
Number of Nodes 350
Comm. Range 40m, 50m, 60m, 70m
Sensing Range 40m
Initial Energy 50J
Simulation Time 3000s
MAC IEEE 802.11
Data Packet Size 512bytes
Bandwidth 2Mbps
in the transmission range increases. We will show the number of nodes in each layer
later.
The difference between maximum and minimum number of layers indicates that
the number of constructed layers varies over the network area. This is not surprising,
since the number of nodes at the local region in the network is unlike the density
of nodes. We will show that the Runtime-Layering procedure can guarantee a high
probability of packet delivery through the heterogeneous levels of layers by extending
each disconnected layer over a network-wide area.
In Fig. 24, we show the number of elected nodes in each layer. When the trans-
mission range is 40m, we can see a great difference among the constructed layers.
Because of a relatively small transmission range, most of the nodes are elected for
the first layer. However, the difference becomes moderate as the transmission range
is increased, which means that the distributed sensor nodes can be elected uniformly
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over the constructed layers if the density of nodes is high enough. In other words,
this result shows that the DAC method can select a fairly constant number of nodes
per each layer. Our simulation shows that the average degree of nodes in each layer
is around 6. Based on the average degree, we can construct the MCDS that has a
uniform distribution of elected nodes in each layer by spreading a proper number of
nodes for a certain number of layers.
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Fig. 23. Maximum, Minimum, and Average Number of Layers Constructed via DAC
b. Effect on Load Balancing
In the following two sections, we evaluate the network performance of the DSR with
MCDS protocol (MCDS), DSR without MCDS (DSR), and DSR with Gossip (Gos-
sip) regarding the load balancing and energy consumption. First, the effect of load
balancing is observed by counting the number of nodes that depleted its whole given
energy budget during network operation. If a node is highly burdened with a net-
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Fig. 24. Average Number of Elected Nodes in Each Layer via DAC
work traffic, the node will deplete its energy earlier than others. Figs. 25-28 show
the average number of energy-depleted nodes sampled at every 100 seconds during
the simulation time. As shown in the figures, the average number of energy-depleted
nodes increases at any time instance as the transmission range becomes longer. This
is because each node consumes more transmission energy when the transmission range
is extended. By observing the number of energy-depleted nodes in each case, we can
see that the MCDS case has more alive nodes compared to both the DSR case and the
Gossip case during the whole simulation time. In addition, the time instance when
the first node depletes its whole energy is shown last in the MCDS case across all
the transmission ranges. This result proves that the MCDS protocol can distribute
the network traffic more evenly than both the original DSR protocol and the Gossip
protocol. If we refer to the delivery ratio shown in Fig. 37, all three different protocols
show a similar packet delivery ratio during the simulation time.
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Meanwhile, Fig. 25 shows that the MCDS protocol has more balanced network
traffic in that the MCDS case shows the smallest number of energy-depleted nodes
among all the compared protocols. The effect of the load balancing in MCDS is
maximized against other protocols when the transmission range is relatively long
since the network traffic could be distributed over more constructed layers. The
saturated region of each graph indicates that there is no more packet delivery caused
by network disconnection. We also found that the Gossip protocol could reduce the
energy burden of each node only for a small period of network operation during which
most nodes are alive. However, the network traffic of RREQ is increased greatly as
shown in Fig. 35, which in turn increased the overall energy burden in each node. In
the Gossip protocol, the RREQ packet is delayed in some fraction of nodes with a
given forwarding probability during which a source node may send another RREQ
packet. Hence, the overall packet overhead can be increased as the number of failed
nodes increases unless the forwarding probability is dynamically changed according
to the fraction of node failure. From this simulation, we can conclude that the MCDS
protocol effectively balances the network traffic for the on-demand routing protocols
among the compared protocols. In addition, the effect will be enhanced as the density
of nodes increases.
In Figs. 29-32, we show the average residual energy of the entire network. We can
see that the MCDS case conserves more energy than both the DSR and Gossip cases.
Also, the difference in the amount of the residual energy gets bigger as the transmis-
sion range increases. This result shows that the MCDS protocol consumes less energy
even though the amount of network traffic is similar among the three protocols. The
effect of energy savings is the result of the reduced number of forwarding nodes. In
the MCDS protocol, only the nodes in the same layer forward RREQ packets, which
conserves a residual energy in the nodes in a different layer. On the other hand, most
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of the nodes participated in broadcasting RREQ and wasted their residual energy in
both the DSR and Gossip cases. The Gossip protocol has shown the largest energy
consumption because the frequency of RREQ was increased, as shown in Fig. 35.
c. Effect on Network Performance
In order to investigate the effect on the packet propagation of the MCDS protocol, four
metrics are studied. First, we compare the end-to-end delay of the three protocols.
The end-to-end delay is a packet delivery time including all possible delays related to
the route discovery, buffering in intermediate nodes, and propagation time between
source and destination node. As shown in Fig. 33, the Gossip case shows the largest
end-to-end delay since many nodes keep the route discovery packet before forwarding
until the predefined timeout period. The MCDS case has shown a slightly increased
delay against the DSR case for 40 and 50m since the route discovered has more hops
than that of the DSR case. However, the number of hop count is reduced when the
transmission range is extended. This is because the MCDS case has a reduced number
of neighbors compared to the DSR case as the transmission range increases.
The second metric is the hop count of discovered route from source to destination.
As shown in Fig. 34, the average hop counts are similar in all three protocols, and
decrease as the transmission range is reduced. Specifically, the MCDS case shows the
smallest number of hop count under a relatively large transmission range. With a
large communication range, the MCDS case has a relatively less number of neighbors
compared to other protocols and the overall hop counts are also reduced.
Third, we discuss the message overhead related to the number of route discov-
ery packets and the number of data packets dropped in the MAC layer because of
collisions. In Figs. 35-36, the normalized number of RREQ packets and data packets
dropped to those of the DSR case are represented. The MCDS case used only 71%
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RREQ packets with a 40m transmission range and about 40% with the higher trans-
mission ranges compared to the DSR case during whole simulation time. However,
the Gossip case forwarded more RREQ packets than the DSR and MCDS cases. This
overhead directly increased the energy consumptions at each node as previously dis-
cussed. The reason for the reduced number of RREQ packets in the MCDS case is
straight-forward since the forwarding of RREQ packets is restricted to only the same
layer with the source node.
Meanwhile, the number of data packets dropped is increased in the MCDS and
Gossip cases against the DSR case. In the MCDS case, the collision can happen more
frequently than the DSR case because multiple close paths in MCDS may cause the
collision with a higher probability than a single path in DSR. To solve this problem,
we plan to implement a smart scheduler for the MAC layer with the MCDS protocol.
The Gossip case also incurred a high ratio of packet drops against the DSR case. This
is also caused by the multiple paths that are used simultaneously.
Lastly, we discuss the packet delivery ratio of each protocol. In Figs. 37-40, we
draw the results of average delivery ratio varying the transmission range. As shown
in Fig. 37, all protocols show a similar packet delivery ratio. The MCDS case has not
improved the delivery ratio much, but has reserved more energy as previously shown.
However, the delivery ratio of MCDS is much higher than any other protocols when
the transmission range is increased. From the results, we can see that the MCDS case
has a higher network throughput up to 35% against DSR and 40% against Gossip.
Hence, we can also expect a prolonged network lifetime with the MCDS case if the
same amount of network traffic is propagated. More specifically, we can conclude that
the load balancing and energy efficiency with the MCDS protocol can be maximized
as the density of nodes is increased. The unique and novel feature of the MCDS
protocol regarding the load balancing and energy efficiency resides in this point. The
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Figs 25-40 are shown at the end of this chapter.
F. Conclusion
In this study, we proposed a topology management protocol, Virtual Layer Topol-
ogy, that provides the load balancing for on-demand routing protocols. Our greedy
Dominating-and-Connecting (DAC) method could construct multiple connected dom-
inating sets (CDSs) in O(∆2) time. With the MCDS protocol, all nodes are dis-
tributed evenly over the multiple layers, each of which corresponds to one CDS, and
the load balancing and energy efficiency of WSN is greatly improved. However, we
also found that the number of packet drops was increased for the multiple paths that
are used simultaneously. For future work, we will enhance the MCDS topology im-
plementing a more efficient fault tolerating scheme that can reconfigure MCDS to
increase the connectivity under a high rate of node failure. We will also study a
methodology with which the MCDS protocol can be used under the presence of node
mobility. The necessity of a smart scheduler that can send packets through different
layers without having a high collision ratio is emerged through this work as another
important future work.
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Fig. 25. Number of Energy-depleted Nodes with 40m Transmission Range
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Fig. 26. Number of Energy-depleted Nodes with 50m Transmission Range
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Fig. 27. Number of Energy-depleted Nodes with 60m Transmission Range
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Fig. 28. Number of Energy-depleted Nodes with 70m Transmission Range
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Fig. 29. Residual Energy with Transmission Range of 40m
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Fig. 30. Residual Energy with Transmission Range of 50m
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Fig. 31. Residual Energy with Transmission Range of 60m
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Fig. 32. Residual Energy with Transmission Range of 70m
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Fig. 34. Average Number of Hop Counts
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Fig. 35. Overhead of Route Request (RREQ) Packets
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Fig. 36. Overhead of Data Packets
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Fig. 37. Delivery Ratio with Transmission Range of 40m
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Fig. 38. Delivery Ratio with Transmission Range of 50m
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Fig. 39. Delivery Ratio with Transmission Range of 60m
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Fig. 40. Delivery Ratio with Transmission Range of 70m
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
We have presented the energy-efficient topology management protocols that are im-
plemented through four different protocols with regard to the K-coverage and the
load balancing problems in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs).
To solve the K-coverage problem, we first proposed the Randomly Ordered Ac-
tivation (ROAL) protocol. The ROAL protocol introduced a new model of layer
coverage that can solve the K-coverage problem in O(K), where K is the coverage
degree, without using the geographic coordinates. The layer coverage also provided a
dynamic reconfiguration scheme that can evenly balance the energy consumption over
all distributed nodes. We have shown that the ROAL protocol can achieve almost the
same quality of coverage with the strategy that uses the geographic coordinates with
a significantly reduced algorithm running time. We extended the ROAL protocol
with an enhanced fault tolerant method in the Circulation-ROAL (C-ROAL) proto-
col. In this work, we also presented the mathematical analysis on the coverage and
connectivity of the layer coverage scheme. The C-ROAL protocol greatly reduced the
energy consumption spent during a repetitive layering procedure while guaranteeing
the coverage. The unique feature of the circulation of layers is placed on the low
cost fault tolerance. The autonomous and sequential activation using the circulation
method can reconfigure the network topology providing the energy-balancing with no
redundant energy consumption.
We proposed the Mobility Resilient Coverage Control (MRCC) protocol to ensure
K-coverage in the presence of mobile sensors, along with the wear-out failures of
nodes. The MRCC protocol has shown that it can reduce the number of working
nodes with the account of moving-in and moving-out probability. Also, we applied
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the wear-out failure to replace any working node before an expected reliable working
duration elapses. This approach proved that the K-coverage can be satisfied with an
acceptable probability using a less number of working nodes.
Lastly, we presented a load balancing protocol, called multiple-CDS Topology
(MCDS), working with the Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocol. For this work,
we defined a new concept of the Connected Dominating Set (CDS) and constructed
the MCDS using the CDS concept using a Dominating-and-Connecting (DAC) heuris-
tic. The MCDS protocol proved that the network traffic can be balanced over the
sensor nodes by the multiple CDSs structure. Moreover, we have shown that the
overall energy properties and network performance has been improved via the MCDS
protocol.
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